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Abstract: During the optimization phase of a wave energy converter (WEC), it is essential to be able
to rely on a model that is both fast and accurate. In this regard, Computational Fluid Dynamic (CFD)
with Reynolds Averaged Navier–Stokes (RANS) approach is not suitable for optimization studies,
given its computational cost, while methods based on potential theory are fast but not accurate enough.
A good compromise can be found in boundary element methods (BEMs), based on potential theory,
with the addition of non-linearities. This paper deals with the identification of viscous parameters
to account for such non-linearities, based on CFD-Unsteady RANS (URANS) analysis. The work
proposes two different methodologies to identify the viscous damping along the rotational degree
of freedom (DOF) of pitch and roll: The first solely involves the outcomes of the CFD simulations,
computing the viscous damping coefficients through the logarithmic decrement method, the second
approach solves the Cummins’ equation of motion, via a Runge-Kutta scheme, selecting the damping
coefficients that minimize the difference with CFD time series. The viscous damping is mostly linear
for pitch and quadratic for roll, given the shape of the WEC analysed.
Keywords: wave energy; computational fluid dynamics; identification; viscous damping; URANS

1. Introduction
Developing efficient, cost competitive and survivable wave energy converters (WECs), has
proven, in the last years, to be a challenging task [1–3]. Fluid dynamic analyses are fundamental at
every design stage to evaluate the behaviour of the WEC [4], so different methods for simulating
the fluid forces and the interaction between waves and semi-submerged bodies have been developed,
with increasing levels of fidelity and associated computational cost. Solving the complete set
of Navier–Stokes Equations (NSE) for offshore engineering applications is expensive and not advised
because the computational cost is too high compared to the accuracy desired [5]. Therefore, the NSE
are simplified to obtain a linear equivalent potential flow theory (PF), where the solution is obtained
through linearization, thanks to assumptions of inviscid fluid and irrotational, incompressible flow.
In this way, one of the most complex set of equations is transformed into a Laplace problem. Under such
hypotheses, the Boundary Element Method (BEM) can be implemented, which is a numerical
approach for the solution of linear partial differential equations, expressed as integral equations. BEM
represents a valid alternative to Reynolds Average Navier–Stokes (RANS) simulation: Being three
(or more) orders of magnitude faster [6], BEM is used in many industrial and research applications,
especially when computational resources are limited and accuracy is not of primary importance.
Linear approaches produce satisfactory results when modelling linear waves and the WEC is moving
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around the operative point. In fact, non linearities of fluid forces are less important when oscillations
are small and smooth. The success of linear models is justified by their many perks, which include,
but not limited to, extreme simplicity, compliance with the superposition principle and great flexibility
that makes them compatible with a vast array of mathematical tools. The linearization is always
referred to the operating point. In many applications this is a reasonable assumption, since the working
condition is not far respect a specific setpoint; in contrast, in the case of wave energy conversion,
the objective is to drive the system as far away from equilibrium as possible, in order to maximize
the produced energy. This is likely to excite nonlinear dynamics, resulting in non-representative linear
models, which usually underestimate energy losses and overestimate the productivity of the WEC [7].
Two main assumptions must be satisfied when using BEMs:
1.
2.

The maximum wave steepness should be less than 1/30.
The oscillations around the equilibrium point should be small.

The better these hypotheses are met, the higher the accuracy of the results obtained with the linear
model [8]. Although linear PF methods have been used successfully in many offshore engineering
applications, the linearizing assumptions are often challenged by realistic WEC behaviour, where
large amplitude motions result in viscous drag, flow separation, vortex shedding and other nonlinear
hydrodynamic effects [5]. In order to improve the linear time domain model of a WEC, described
by the Cummins’ equation [9], it is possible to include a viscous damping term as an external force,
without significantly increment the computational time required to run the model. In this paper,
a notional un-coupled linear and quadratic dependence of the viscous force on the velocity is assumed,
hence considering two additive terms. It follows that two viscous drag coefficients should be identified,
one for the linear contribution and one for the quadratic contribution. The addition of such non-linear
damping force is necessary to avoid divergence in simulations under certain conditions: for example,
the model of a forced, undamped system, is likely to explode into very large, non-realistic motion
close to resonance conditions. Diverging behaviour can happen without a proper extinction coefficient
and is not possible to model some of the conditions the WEC will face at sea [10].
A way to determine damping coefficients is to conduct an experimental campaign, analysing
the free decay motion of the WEC [11,12]. For each degree of freedom (DOF), the WEC is released
from a set of initial conditions in order to highlight when non-linearities become important; this test
is usually performed to identify the roll damping for ships [13]. In order to consider only the significant
kinematics of the free decay, the analysed time trace usually covers a few oscillations before the transient
elapses; for different starting conditions, the resulting angular acceleration, velocity and rotation
angle are post-processed to estimate damping parameters. However, experimental campaigns [14]
are expensive and usually not affordable in the early design stage of a WEC. Such a critical obstacle
can be overcome by using the use of a CFD Numerical Wave Tank (CNWT). CFD is a Hi-Fi
approach to the problem that makes the inclusion of all non-linearities possible. However, CFD
is so computationally expensive that it cannot be used for extensive analysis or study of operative
conditions: Its most common use is when large non-linearities are expected (survivability, large motion)
or for tuning and validating lower-fidelity models, or investigating behaviour of related devices such
as tuning tanks [15]. Furthermore, turbulence is a critical feature to handle. There are mainly three
techniques to deal with it: Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS), in such simulations, all of the motions
contained in the flow are resolved, Large Eddy Simulations (LES) in which NSEs are filtered over
the space, finally RANS in which flow quantities are split into the mean value and the perturbation.
The resulting equations of LES and RANS are essentially identical, the difference is that in LES most
of the turbulence energy is resolved [16]. The URANS approach is chosen because it is the best
cost-efficient method considering accuracy and solver time (which could increase easily by several
orders of magnitude from RANS to LES and DNS).
The aim of this paper is to define a CFD setup able to emulate a real tank experiment and to describe
a methodology to identify the viscous damping coefficients along the two rotational DOFs of a WEC,
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namely pitch and roll. In particular, the WEC is a prismatic pitching platform that extracts energy from
the pitching motion. On the one hand, viscous losses in pitch are detrimental for power extraction, since
they increase the dissipation in the DOF exploited to harvest energy; on the other hand, roll response
to oblique or short-crested waves is also detrimental, since it absorbs part of the incoming energy,
hence decreasing the energy available to the pitch DOF. Therefore, it is important to obtain a reliable
prediction of both pitch and roll responses. The goal of this paper is to increase the fidelity of models
based on the potential flow theory by adding the effect of viscous non-linearities. It is worthwhile
to remark that most of the literature in the wave energy field is concerned with the identification
of viscous losses in the DOF used for energy extraction only (usually a smooth surfaces), while ancillary
DOFs are often neglected (with sharp edges in the case study herein considered). Hence, this paper also
purports to discuss specific challenges and intrinsic differences between different DOFs, despite using
the same test-case and identification technique. Results carried out from simulations are consistent
with expectations based on the shape of the hull: the linear term of the damping force prevails
in the pitch free decay analysis while the quadratic term, that models the viscous non-linearities,
is predominant in the roll DOF.
This paper is organized as follows. After a brief presentation of the device considered in Section 2,
the mathematical model of the methodology presented in this paper is discussed in Section 3. The CFD
simulation and its setup is explained in Section 4 with emphasis on damping techniques to avoid
wave reflections and overset mesh. In the final part of CFD section the mesh convergence study
is presented and discussed. Results of simulations are shown in Section 5, firstly as regards CFD scenes,
then kinematics and finally the application of methodology discussed in the mathematical section.
Ultimately the conclusions of Section 6 involve the analysis of the previously shown outcomes and a last
post-processing phase by solving the equation of motion in the time domain, including the non-linear
damping effect and the optimization of coefficient identification through the goodness of fit.
2. Device
The present case considers the WEC shown in Figure 1. Such device, so-called Inertial Sea Wave
Energy Converter (ISWEC), is a pitching gyroscope-based WEC, designed for the Mediterranean Sea.
ISWEC absorbs wave energy through a floating hull, that drives a gyroscope within contained by means
of reacting inertial effects. In particular, waves force the hull into pitching motion, which is transmitted
to the gyroscopic system located on a platform inside the floater; the reaction is due to the gyroscopic
effects on the spinning flywheel, which induces a torque that is transformed by the power take off
(PTO) into electrical energy.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of the Inertial Sea Wave Energy Converter (ISWEC) device hull,
gyroscope, power take off (PTO) and reference system with respect to the incoming wave.

The hull considered in this work has length L H equals to 10m and width WH = 5 m.
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3. Mathematical Model and Identification Method
The time domain linear model of a floating WEC is based on the Cummins’ equation [9].

( M + A∞ ) Ẍ (t) +

Z t
0

hr (t − τ ) Ẋ (t)dτ + KX (t) = Fw (t)

(1)

where the terms of Equation (1) are:
•
•
•
•
•

A∞ is the matrix of added mass at infinite frequency
M is the mass matrix
Fw is the external force
K is the stiffness matrix
hr is the radiation impulse response function

The convolution term represents, along with A∞ , the effect of wave radiation in an ideal fluid
and it is often referred to as fluid memory effect, because it considers the energy of the radiated waves
due to the past motion of the body.
The hydrodynamic parameters in Equation (1) are computed via BEM-based software
(e.g., NEMOH [17] and ANSYS Aqwa [18]). It is worth noting that in Equation (1) there are no linearity
limitations on the external forces, hence the model is potentially capable to deal with non-linear
contributions. Viscous effects are modelled via the addition of a nonlinear term to the right-hand side
of Equation (1), divided into linear and quadratic dependence on the pitching velocity δ̇.
The identification of such damping parameter is conducted using the logarithmic-decrement decay
method [11,12,19], which considers the rate of decay of oscillation starting from a non-equilibrium position.
During a free decay test, the system oscillates, for each DOF, at its single natural frequency, thus
it is possible to determine both the natural period and the hydrodynamic damping. The non-linear
equation for free decay pitch motion is:
NL
( I55 + A(ωδ ))δ̈(t) + Fvis,55
+ K55 δ(t) = 0

(2)

where the subscript 55 refers to the pitching DOF, δ is the pitch angle and the frequency-dependent
NL is the nonlinear viscous
added mass A is calculated at the natural frequency of the system (ωδ ). Fvis,55
force, defined as
NL
Fvis,55
= B55,1 δ̇ + B55,2 δ̇|δ̇|
(3)
where B55,1 is the coefficient for linear dissipation, and B55,2 is the coefficient for quadratic dissipation. Note
that B55,1 accounts for both linear viscous damping and radiation damping. Equation (3) can be directly
included in a non-linear time domain model, with the coefficients B55,1 and B55,2 identified as the ones
that minimize the error between a fidelity-benchmark (CFD, for instance) and the time-domain model.
However, it is often crucial to preserve the linear structure of the lower-fidelity model, for example to retain
the ability to simulate the model in the frequency domain. Therefore, it is useful to linearize Equation
(3), while preserving the ability to discriminate between linear and quadratic contributions.
According to [20], it is possible to assume that for each half-cycle, the oscillation is reasonably sinusoidal.
Under such an assumption, the non-linear (quadratic) term of Equation (3) can be linearized using
the Fourier series expansion:
8
δ̇|δ̇| =
ω δ δ̇
(4)
3π δ i
where δi and ωδ are the amplitude and the frequency of oscillation of the i-th oscillation cycle, respectively.
Consequently, the linearized damping force can be defined as:
L
Fvis,55
= B55,tot δ̇ =


B55,1 +


8
ωδ δi B55,2 δ̇
3π

(5)
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L
With the inclusion of Fvis,55
and dividing Equation (2) by the equivalent inertia ( I55 + A(ωδ )),
it is possible to obtain the non-dimensional linear equation of motion in the canonical form:

δ̈ + 2αeq δ̇ + ωδ2 δ = 0

(6)

4
ω δβ
3π δ i

(7)

where
αeq = α +
B

B

with α = 2( I +55,1
and β = ( I +55,2
. Equation (6) describes a linear underdamped system,
55 A ( ωδ ))
55 A ( ωδ ))
for which the envelope curve of a decay starting from δ0 is defined as:
δ = δ0 eαeq t

(8)

Applying Equation (8) for two consecutive peaks i and i + 1 of the decay curve, it is possible
to calculate the logarithmic decay:
δi
= eαeq (ti+1 −ti )
(9)
δi+1
Thus, identifying the equivalent linear extinction coefficient:
αeq

1
ln
=
t i +1 − t i



|δi |
|δi+1 |



≈ α+

4
ω δ
β
3π δ mean,i

(10)

where

|δi | + |δi+1 |
2
and the damped natural pitch frequency can be calculated as:
δmean,i =

ωδ0 =

q

ωδ2 + α2eq

(11)

(12)

This method allows to calculate the extinction curve of the αeq as a function of the mean amplitude
δmean for each cycle. To exploit all the available experimental data and obtain a more accurate estimation,
it is possible to calculate αeq and δmean for each oscillation cycle, considering both maxima and minima
peaks and grouping the informations of all the decay tests for the specific DOF. The linear regression
fit is then performed on the calculated points, with respect to the curve expression:
αeq = aδmean + b

(13)

which allows to identify the linear and quadratic extinction coefficients:
α≡b
3π
β≡
a
4ωδ

(14)
(15)

4. CFD Model
The analysis has been carried out on the commercial software Star-CCM+ from Siemens [21]
and a Unsteady Reynold Average Navier–Stokes (URANS) approach has been used. Particular attention
should be paid to the setup of the CFD simulation environment, since different fluid interfaces,
fluid-structure interaction and large solid body motion present numerical problems of challenging resolution.
Under such conditions, reliable results can only be achieved by an appropriate and comprehensive
model definition. The following subsections detail the most relevant aspects to take under consideration
when performing pitch and roll free decay tests of a floating pitching platform as the one considered
in this paper.
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4.1. Domain, Boundary Conditions and Damping Length
Due to its oscillation, the floater generates radiated waves that propagate towards the boundaries
of the domain, effectively dissipating energy. In order to correctly represent the amount of energy that
is subtracted from the floater due to wave generation, it is crucial to capture the wave pattern generated
by the hull during the oscillations. In this regard, the domain needs to be large enough to contain
the most energetic part of the wave pattern, freely propagating in each direction. Considering L H
and WH , respectively length and width of the hull, domain overall length is 20 L H and its width
10 WH . Since the wave are generated by the hull of length L H , depth of domain is set to 2.5 L H in order
to respect the deep water approximation Depth/Wave Length > 0.5.
The choice of the dimensions of the domain also depends on wave reflection phenomena, which
are a critical problem in both real and numerical tanks. In fact, reflected waves modify the wave
field and ultimately affect the dynamics of the floater; Furthermore, it is difficult, if not impossible,
to accurately separate the contribution of radiated and reflected waves, leading to improper measures,
in case of real experiments, and to numerical noise and simulation crash, in case of numerical tanks.
A possible solution consists in adding a damping zone at the boundaries of the domain in order
to decrement the energy and the height of waves before they reach the frontier of the domain.
Therefore, damping zones hinder the generation of reflected waves, leaving fluid domain perturbed
mainly by the radiated waves for the whole duration of the significant decay.
The damping zone should have an appropriate length (at least twice the wavelength [21])
and intensity of the damping [22]. Damping waves is possible by introducing an additional resistance
term Sz as a source into the momentum equation relative to the vertical motion w, according to [22]:
ek − 1
w
Sz = ρ ( f 1 + f 2 |w|)
e−1

n
x − xsd
k=
xed − xsd

(16)
(17)

where:
•
•
•
•
•

xsd is the starting point for wave damping (along x-axis direction)
xed is the end point (i.e., the boundary)
ρ is the water density
w is the vertical velocity component
f 1 , f 2 and n are parameters of the damping model of Choi et al. [22].

In this particular case, considering a wavelength (λ) comparable to the hull’s length, considering
the results of Peric et al. [23] and after a trial-and-error evaluation stage, based on estimation
of the simulation’s residuals, the following values have been imposed:
f 1 = 0;

f2 =

102 π
;
λ

n=2

(18)

Bearing this in mind, the waves reflection phenomenon has been addressed imposing a damping
factor k in Equation (17) within a distance of 20 m from the boundaries as shown in Figure 2, that
represents a top-view of the sea surface of the simulation.
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Figure 2. VOF Damping Factor k.

The boundaries conditions are shown in Figure 3. With respect to the boundaries named top
and bottom, they are set as velocity inlet, because a unique phase, air and water, respectively,
with zero-velocity is imposed. At side, right and left, the boundary conditions are set as pressure
outlet, and the pressure is forced to be the atmospheric one for the air section and the hydrostatic one
for the water part.

100

Right: pressure outlet

Top: velocity inlet
Side: pressure outlet
200

300

Hull: Wall & Overset

400

500

Left: pressure outlet
600

Symmetry: symmetry plane

Bottom: velocity inlet
700
200

400

600

800

1000

1200

1400

Figure 3. Domain boundary conditions.

Being the domain a function of wavelength, a parametric approach has been used: For the different
free decay tests and different initial conditions the wave produced are quite various and so the domain
and mesh refinements, to maximize efficiency of the simulation.
4.2. Mesh Generation
In CFD there are two ways to deal with moving bodies: Mesh morphing/remeshing techniques
are best when the movement of the body is very small, while they are too computationally expensive
and potentially unstable with large displacements of the floater, since the mesh morphing task
becomes a significant portion of the overall computational burden. Alternatively, when large motions
are expected, overset methods should be preferred [24,25]. Thus the overset approach has been chosen
for this study and the domain is split in two different overlapped parts: background and overset.
The overset is the one moving with the body, while the background is fixed. With the overset
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approach, no remesh operation is needed because the mesh never deforms nor its quality decreases,
since it moves with the body and remains unaltered. The overset and background separate regions
exchange information due to an overlapping area consisting of some cells, called donor and acceptor,
where the solution is interpolated trough Chimera Interpolation techniques according to [26] and [27].
Equations are solved separately in these different areas and bound together only at the interface
between the two zones.
While the dimensions of the background are function of the wavelength, the dimensions
of the overset region are constant for all the tests because they are referred to the hull and not
to the wave pattern. Another important volumetric refinement is the one around the overset which
ensures that, in the zone where information are exchanged, cells belonging to overset and background
have the same volume, in order to reduce discretization and interpolation errors. When dealing
with trimmed block mesh, it is is important to bear in mind that cells can increase their size only
by double.
4.2.1. Tank
A trimmed mesh has been chosen due to the possibility to create anisotropic cells which provide
a predominantly hexahedral mesh with minimal cell skewness, it results as the best discretization at
the interface between the two fluids. It is worthwhile to remark that wave reflection can occur also
when the mesh size suddenly changes. To avoid this problem, usually three different volumetric sea
surface refinements are used in order to gradually coarsen the mesh, as shown from a prospective-side
view in Figure 4 and side-view in Figure 5.

Figure 4. Sea surface refinements in prospective view.

Figure 5. Sea surface refinements in side-view.
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The wave damping should start before the coarsest grid level is reached since such a change
in cell size is a potential source of reflection that should be included in the damping zone [28].
4.2.2. Overset Region
Two main factors influence the overset’s dimensions:
•
•

Overset does not have to be too large, otherwise the extremities will move too much when
it rotates, generating interpolation errors and requiring a lower time step
Neither too small, because cells need space to grow from the wall to the interfaces; Moreover this
guarantees that the strongest gradients are solved within the overset and not in the zone where
information is exchanged.

For the overset sea refinement, we used the shape displayed in Figure 6 and isotropic cells because,
otherwise, when the region rotates, the anisotropic sea refinement at the water line will rotate along
with the hull.

Figure 6. Hull mesh refinement based on maximum rotation angle.

4.3. Volume of Fluid
The Volume of Fluid (VOF) Multiphase model is an Eulerian numerical model suited to simulate
flows of several immiscible fluids on numerical grids, capable of resolving the interface between
the different phases [29]. The spatial distribution of each phase at a given time is defined in terms
of a variable that is called the volume fraction. A method of calculating such distributions is to solve
a transport equation for the phase volume fraction. The method uses the STAR-CCM+ Segregated
Flow model which solves each of the momentum equations in turn. The VOF Multiphase model
is the standard model to deal with marine environment and wave generation in a RANS simulation [21].
4.4. Turbulence, Wall Treatment, Y+
K-Epsilon is a two-equations model that solves transport equations for the turbulent kinetic
energy and the turbulent dissipation rate in order to determine the turbulent eddy viscosity. Such model
provides a good compromise between robustness, computational cost and accuracy and are well suited
for external flows and when gradients at wall are not too strong [30,31]. In our case a Realizable Two layer
K-Epsilon Model is used [32]. This model contains a new transport equation for the turbulent dissipation
rate with respect to standard K-Epsilon. In addition, the turbulent viscosity is expressed as a function
of mean flow and turbulence properties, rather than assumed to be constant as in the standard model.
A two-layer wall treatment is adopted: this method solves for but prescribes and turbulent viscosity
algebraically with distance from the wall in the viscosity-dominated near-wall flow regions. In this
approach, the boundary layer is divided into two layers. The values specified in the near-wall layer
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are blended smoothly with the values computed from solving the transport equation far from the wall.
The equation for the turbulent kinetic energy is solved across the entire flow domain. The two-layer
approach, which resolves correctly for both low and high y+ , using respectively standard wall function
and blended wall function according to Reichardt’s law [33], fits perfectly with the free decay problem:
after few oscillations the velocities are smaller and y+ value decreases during the numerical experiment.
Based on such considerations, a target value of y+ = 1 has been chosen, since the aim of this work is to
define damping coefficient accounting for non-linear effects, thus it is important to describe properly
the boundary layer zone where viscous stress, separation or vortex shedding that occur. The value
of y+ = 1 is obtained considering the flat-plate boundary layer theory [34], obtaining a first cell height
of 4.222 · 10−4 m, considering a reasonable total thickness of 3 cm and using a number of 10 layers,
which guarantee a smooth grow rate of the cells.
4.5. Time Step
In Star-CCM+ the multiphase VOF model requires the use of an implicit unsteady approach.
A second order time-marching discretization has been chosen since the first order is numerically dissipative
and the property of the wave may not be transported correctly. First order time discretization is the only
model unconditionally stable, but it has a drawback: the leading term of the truncation error
of convective flux resembles a diffusive flux. This numerical, or artificial, diffusion that is introduced
in the solution is magnified in multidimensional problems if the flow is oblique to the grid. A very fine
grid would be necessary to obtain accurate solutions. On the other hand, since a second order approach
does not require such a refined mesh-discretization, it is faster and more accurate than a first-order
time-discretization. Time step is limited by two different conditions:
•

•

The courant number at the interface between the two fluids has to be at least less than 1 (required
by the VOF model), although it is suggested to keep it less than 0.5 in order to have a clean
separation of the two fluids.
The movement of the overset cells at the interface between the two regions must be less than half
the minimum cell size, when using a second order temporal scheme, in order to prevent overset
mesh problems due to the exchange of information.

The more severe limitation on the time step comes from the latter condition; therefore,
it is convenient to change the time step according to the different initial conditions: since the oscillation
period is always the same, the further away from equilibrium is the initial displacement, the smaller
the time step needs to be in order to maintain the same courant number.
4.6. Mesh Convergence Study
In order to support the goodness of the numerical scheme created, a grid independence analysis
has been carried out. This process proves the stability of the numerical method and ensures that
solution does not change when refining the mesh. This convergence study is based on the number
of cells used to discretize the wave height that is generated by the oscillations of the hull. In the
wave pattern there is the energy lost by the device during the free decay and it is fundamental
to capture it accurately. Moreover, prism layer properties are base size independent and computed
as absolute values, thus base size has little influence in the overall mesh. The number of layers
that are necessary to discretize the wave is very dependent on wave steepness; according to [5],
at least 10 layers are suggested and even more for a sharp interface between fluids. Not using enough
cells some information may be lost and wave transport and generation may be inaccurate, resulting
in overly-damped or magnified waves. Cells count is very dependent on the number of layers
of sea refinement because most of the cells come from this mesh control and from the overset zone,
as confirmed by results presented in Figure 7.
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In order to choose the appropriate mesh sizes CPU time is considered, as shown in Figure 8:
passing from 15 cells to 20 means an increase of about 115%. So the configuration of 20 cells per wave
height has been excluded because of the prohibitive computational time.
107

Overset
Tank

2.8126

Cells total number

Cell count per different cells per wave height

1.2748

0.4525
0.0891
5

10

15

20

Cells per Wave Height
Figure 7. Number of total cell varying the cells per wave height.
104

7

CPU time per cells per wave height

6

CPU time (s)

5

4

3

2

1

0
5

10

15

20

Cells per Wave Height
Figure 8. CPU Time (s) for different cells per wave height.

The cells count of the overset is related with the size of the sea refinement, because cells at
the interface between background and overset must have same volume, especially at sea surface.
Convergence study is done on the kinematics of the free decay with respect to Figure 9, which is also
the data used for the post-processing and evaluation of damping coefficients.
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Cinematic per different cells per wave height

15

5 cells per WE
10 cells per WE
15 cells per WE
20 cells per WE

Pitch Rotation Angle (deg)

10

5

0

-5

-10
0

10

20

30

40

50

60

Physical Time (s)
Figure 9. Different kinematics in terms of pitch angle for various cells per wave height.

The wave height with several probes has also been monitored in order to understand the impact
of mesh resolution in areas far from the floater.
The coarsest mesh setups have been compared to the finest ones corresponding to 20 cells in terms
of relative errors and the associated root-mean-square as shown in Figures 10 and 11.
Percentage of relative error compared to the finest mesh

10

5 cells per WE
10 cells per WE
15 cells per WE
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Figure 10. Relative error for different meshes.
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RMS of relative error with respect the finest mesh
5 cells per WE
10 cells per WE
15 cells per WE

RMS of Relative Error
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0.032
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0.028
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2
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3

CPU Solver Time (s)

3.5
104

Figure 11. RMS of error compared to 20 cells per wave height.

Finally, 15 cells per wave height have been chosen, in order to ensure a good compromise between
wave capturing and computational cost specially considering the trend of errors in Figure 10, the low
related rms (Figure 11) and its computational cost in terms of time (Figure 8).
5. Results
5.1. CFD Scenes
In this section, results are presented in terms of scalar and vector scenes in order to show
the validity and the reliability of the conducted CFD simulations for pitch and roll free decay motions.
An example of the wave pattern generated by the pitching motion is shown in Figure 12, starting from
a non-equilibrium angle equal to 10◦ . The outcomes are consistent with the physical phenomenon.

Figure 12. Wave pattern for a pitching free decay simulation, starting from a 10◦ initial displacement.
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The hydrostatic pressure referred to the waterline is well defined as shown in the example of a roll
simulation in Figure 13.

Figure 13. Hydrostatic pressure referred to the waterline.

The interface is smooth and well-captured, as shown in Figure 14, where the line convolution
integral (LIC) of velocity is presented. Such a visualization tends to show a texture where points
along the same streamline have the same colour; Displaying LIC of velocity is more computationally
efficient the actual streamline scene which the latter is very expensive in terms of computational costs.
Generally this technique [35] involves convoluting a white noise image along streamlines computed
from the vector field. In the resulting image, the streamlines cover the entire domain of the vector field.
This technique has the advantage of being able to visualize large and detailed vector fields
in a reasonable display area. Compared with simpler integration-type approaches, which entail
following the flow vector at each point to produce a line, LIC produces a whole image at every step.

Figure 14. Line Integral Convolution of velocity in roll simulation.

Lastly, the target value of y+ = 1 on the wet surface of the hull, on average, has been correctly
obtained, as shown in Figure 15. The scene in Figure 15 refers to an intermediate time step and proves
an adequate mesh sizing within the scope of capturing a low value of y+ which results into an accurate
interpolation by the solver in terms of wall stresses and frictional velocity.
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Figure 15. Wall Y+ on wet surface, grey color refers to the surface in air.

5.2. Post-Processing and Damping Coefficients Identification
The kinematics of pitch and roll motion versus physical time are presented in Figure 16
and Figure 17, respectively. In order to graphically represent and evaluate the importance of non-linearities,
each free decay time trace has been normalized with respect to the initial displacement, as reported
in Figures 18 and 19, respectively for pitch and roll. While the pitch normalized responses significantly
overlap, suggesting linearity, roll normalized responses are diverse, showing a clear nonlinear
behaviour. In particular, the larger the initial displacement, the faster the decaying rate, suggesting
a higher content of non-linearity. This is hereafter quantified through the identification of the nonlinear
damping coefficient β, as discussed in Section 3.
Pitch Kinematics
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Figure 16. Pitch kinematic.
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Roll Kinematics
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Figure 17. Roll kinematic.

Normalized Pitch Free Decay
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Figure 18. Normalized Pitch kinematic.
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Normalized Roll Free Decay
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Figure 19. Normalized Roll kinematic.

The different behaviour of pitch and roll in terms of damping is clearly presented in kinematics
figures, and the roll motion results less damped than pitch. This behaviour is justified considering
the radiation curves related to the hull of this work, shown in Figure 20 where the pitch motion has
a more significant value with respect to roll damping, on a point of detail greater than roll of about two
orders of magnitude. When oscillations become small and non-linearities less important, roll needs
more time to reduce the amplitude of motion. Anyway, roll is strongly damped at the beginning, when
oscillations are big because the quadratic part, i.e., proportional to the square of velocity, is predominant
in roll viscous damping while the linear part is almost negligible.

Radiation Damping (Nm/°/s)

Radiation Damping (Nm/°/s)

Radiation Curves
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Figure 20. Radiation curves.

Each pair of consecutive peaks (considering both maxima and absolute values of minima) defines
a αeq and a δmean,i , according to Equations (10) and (11), respectively. Such parameters are shown
in Figures 21 and 22 for pitch and roll responses, respectively.
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Figure 21. All pitch peaks data.
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Figure 22. All roll peaks data.

As regards peaks data in Figures 21 and 22, the wide spread in pitch data at low angles is justified
by oscillations around the equilibrium point. Such low angles measurements are negligible as far as
the identification of viscous damping coefficient is concerned and thus will be neglected.
About the roll motion the previous spread is absent because it is overall less damped; In addition
two trends are clear (Figure 22), one until about 2◦ , the other one afterwards. This behaviour
is possibly related to the linearization assumptions done in order to define and obtaine αeq .
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Therefore, the identification regards only the left side of the plot, where points are well aligned
and so the linearization appears to be more valid.
Taking into account the Equation (10) and also referring to the plots in Figures 23 and 24,
the more non-linear behaviour of roll is confirmed. Indeed, considering Equation (10), if α represents
the intercept and β the slope, it is clear the different pattern both in pitch and roll motion. Pitch
kinematics are more damped than the roll one, but the first has a linear behaviour instead of the second
one which results less damped, but mainly quadratic. With regards to roll data in Figure 24, points
corresponding to δ0 = 10◦ differ from the 5◦ and 7◦ because the first case involves much larger angles
and consequently a more non-linear behaviour.
Numerical results are summarized in Table 1 in terms of coefficient of determination R2
of the linear fit, the period of oscillations T and finally α and β respectively corresponding to intercept
and slope of the linear regression, or in a more physical meaning, the linear and quadratic
damping terms.
The computation of values of α and β throughout the logarithmic decrement here proposed can
be considered as a starting step for solving Equation (6). Taking into account the previous outcomes,
the equation is solved with a Runge-Kutte scheme (RK) of 4th-order accuracy with an adaptative time
step [36].
Furthermore, this technique has been enriched considering a parametrization of 100 values α
and β centred on the outcomes computed through the linear regression and shown in Table 1. For each
value, the goodness of fit has been computed with the cost function Normalized Mean Square Error:
fit = 1 −

|| xre f − x ||2
|| xre f − mean( xre f )||2

(19)

where xre f and x represents respectively the reference time history (i.e., the one obtained from CFD)
and the one computed through RK-solver, the goodness of fit equals to 1 means a perfect match
of results. By way of example and for sake of brevity, outcomes are presented in a visual way through
plot in Figures 25 and 26, considering pitch and roll free decay with an initial condition of 10◦ , showing
CFD results, Equation (6) solved with values in Table 1 and finally with α and β corresponding
to the maximum of goodness of fit (GoF).
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Figure 23. Cut pitch data and outcomes.
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Figure 24. Cut roll data and outcomes.

Table 1. Numerical results for pitch and roll motion post-processing.

Pitch
Roll

R2

T (s)

α

β
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Figure 25. Pitch results.
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Roll Free Decay
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Figure 26. Roll results.

For clarity’s sake, zoomed portions of plot are presented in Figures 27 and 28 as far as the first
oscillations where large amplitude occur and Figures 29 and 30 as regards the final tail.
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Figure 27. Large oscillations in pitch.
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Figure 28. Large oscillations in roll.
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Figure 29. Tail pitch results.
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Figure 30. Tail roll results.

A different behaviour of the optimization of α and β is observed as regards pitch and roll.
Concerning the first, the maximization of GoF tends to a best fit of larger oscillations as shown
in Figure 27 and a poorest fit of the final tail of the decay (Figure 29); The opposite behaviour is evident
concerning the roll motion, where the largest amplitudes are not perfectly fitted by the optimal
values of α and β (Figure 28), even if the fit is nevertheless better than the guess value of Table 1.
The explanation of such trend is analogous to the considerations about the cloud of data in Figures 21
and 22. Results are summarized in Tables 2 and 3, respectively for pitch and roll motion.
Table 2. Outcomes for pitch free decay motion.

Runge-Kutta

Linear Regression

δ0 (deg)

α

β

GoF

α

β

R2

10
7
5
All data

0.0818
0.0805
0.0791
N.A. †

0.0341
0.0387
0.0384
N.A. †

0.9869
0.9640
0.9615
N.A. †

0.0897
0.0898
0.9153
0.0894

0.1026
0.1281
0.1538
0.1102

0.8877
0.8652
0.4568 *
0.9436

* Low value due to the small amout of points after the angle cut.
not be performed considering all the initial conditions.

†

The solution of differential equation can

Table 3. Outcomes for roll free decay motion.

Runge-Kutta

where

Linear Regression

δ0 (deg)

α

β

GoF

α

β

R2

10
7
5
All data

0.0088
0.0087
0.0051
N.A.2

1.495
1.5368
1.5577
N.A.2

0.9873
0.9919
0.9961
N.A.2

0.0121
0.0124
0.0014
0.0049

1.0356
1.3962
1.568
1.3826

0.9968
0.9968
0.9810
0.8188
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δ0 is the initial condition for the decay in degrees
α and β are the linear and quadratic terms of the equivalent extinction coefficient αeq
in Equation (10)
GoF is the the goodness of fit defined in Equation (19)
R2 is the ordinary coefficient of determination of the linear fit model

6. Conclusions
In conclusion, in this work we propose an affordable methodology with the aim of the identification
of non-linear viscous damping parameters. Results obtained are in line with the expectations and consistent
with the physics and experience about the WEC device considered. The hi-fi CFD techniques could
be performed one-time considering few cases (in this work three different initial conditions for the free decay).
This first investment in terms of computational costs and effort can lead to the evaluation of those
non-linear coefficients, related to significant physical phenomena. This identification provides an
important enrichment of low-order models used for next design and analysis steps.
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